Sixth Grade – Section 1 Q2 Technology Exam
Student Name (Please print clearly) __________________________________

Q1. Match the appropriate name in the boxes below with the right keyboard keys in the keyboard layout. (5 pts)
Alphanumeric keys

The numeric keypad
keys

Function keys

Modifier keys

Cursor-movement
keys

Q2. For all of the following specify whether they’re a Software or a Hardware or neither. (5 pts)
1. Processor
_____Hardware__________
2. Windows
_____Software__________
3. Viruses
_____Software__________
4. Monitors
_____Hardware__________
5. Microsoft Word
_____Software__________
Q3.For all of the following state whether the sentence is true or false if it’s false explain why (1pts each)
1. When you buy a new computer, the internet usual y comes with it. false_____
We should contact an ISP to get the internet
2. Dial up connection is slow and unreliable _true____
3.

If you have a DSL connection, you can’t use your home phone if you are using the internet at that moment. __false___

DSL connection allows you to use the internet and talk over the phone simultaneously
4. The network (LAN) stands for Large Area Network___false__
Stands for Local Area Network
5. The network (WAN) stands for Wide Area Network_true____
6. Trojan s or Trojan horses are viruses that delete your data and slow down your computer. ___false__
It only opens a port for an outside program
7. Phishing websites are fake websites that try to get people to enter their sensitive information. ___true__
8. Viruses can be spread around through mice and keyboards __false___
Mice and keyboards don’t have memory for the virus to copy itself to.
9. The best action you take when encountering a popup warnings is to click on the cancel button _False____
Never click any ware even on cancel, the best action is to ignore it
10. The best way to protect you computer is installing anti-virus before you computer gets infected. __true___
Prevention better than cure

